it by the rhetoric of those who would
have us believe that the nation is falling behind, indeed in free fall.
Looming over the horizon are
heavy-handed government mandates
setting arbitrary standards, speeds
and build-out requirements that
could favor some technologies over
others, raise prices and degrade service. This would be a mistaken road to
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first time in history that alarmists
have ignored cold, hard facts in pursuit of bad policy.
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compels businesses to innovate.
History has proven that, just
when we think we are going to
“run out” of spectrum, some
brilliant entrepreneur finds a
way to use the airwaves more
efficiently.
By some estimates, since
Marconi’s first radio transmission 110 years ago spectrum
capacity has doubled every two
and a half years, while the cost
of delivering information over
wireless platforms has dropped
by half every 42 months.
When the Internet was
just used for email and static
websites, dial-up services satisfied consumer demand. But

when Napster came along,
we saw a huge spike in cable
modem and DSL take-up
rates—necessary tools in the
art of stealing music. (Please
obtain your music legally!)

T

o d ay, v i d e o a p p l i c a tions are tugging hard
on America’s broadband infrastructure. YouTube
alone uses as much bandwidth
today as the entire Internet
did in 2000. Not surprisingly,
our broadband adoption rate
continues to increase concurrently with the proliferation of
this latest “killer app.”
Consumers don’t buy fat

pipes for their own sake; they
buy applications and content
that require fat pipes. As
consumer demand for more
bandwidth-intensive applications and content increases, so
does the incentive for network
owners to provide more bandwidth. While America is on
the right track, we can and
will do more. We are creating
more competition through the
construction of new delivery
platforms. We are clearing
away unnecessary regulatory
underbrush that may inhibit
investment needed to fund
more competition. We are
also creating an atmosphere

of regulatory certainty and
parity.
When it comes to broadband
policy, let’s put aside flawed
studies and rankings, and reject
the road of regulatory stagnation. In the next few years,
we will witness a tremendous
explosion of entrepreneurial
brilliance in the broadband
market, if the government
doesn’t micromanage. Belief in
entrepreneurs and a light regulatory touch is the right broadband policy for America.
Mr. McDowell is a commissioner on the Federal Communications Commission.

